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When People Who Can Won't:
Perspectives on a Teactser Empowerment Project from an

Administrator, a Middle Grades Specialist and an Evaluator

Rita G. O'Sullivan, David B. Strahan, & Dorothy Harper

Objectives

Improving schools through increasing site-based management of educational
programs Is a fundamental tenet found within the school restructuring literature.
SimiLrly acknowledged is the need for newly empowered teachers to receive
leadership training while assuming greater decision-making responsibility.
Unfortunately, although many embrace the Ideals of and formulas for restructuring
schools, the territory of actual implementation is only vaguely chartered. Few talk
about how to guide teachers toward leadership; particularly when the teachers may be
reluctant to change. The purpose of this study is to describe a teacher empowerment
project implemented in one middle school from the perspective of three individuals
who were expected to help lead the teachers into leadership: an administrator, a
middle schools specialist, and an evaluator.

Theoretical Framework

The school restructuring movement is so widespread that the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD) focused two issues of gducatignai
Leadership (April 1990 and May 1991) on restructuring schools. ASCD also sponsors
a Consortium on Restructuring Schools so that interested member3 may share ideas
and experiences related to school restructuring. Another organization that focuses on
restructuring, the Coalition of Essential Schools, has grcwn from a few member
schools in 1984 to 150 individual schools; in addition, six state department of
edwation and the Education Commission of the States also claim membership. There
is widespread agreement that schools must change to improve the quality of education
and that inclusion of teachers in the decision-making process is essential to that
change. The blueprint for achieving such change is less clearly defined and strategies
for overcoming teachers' reluctance to change are scarce.

Glickman (1991) in a aliscussion of school reform stated, "The principal of a
successful school is not the instructional leader but the coordinator of teachers as
instructional leaders" (p. 7). Aronstein, Marlow, and Desilets (1990), describing
impediments to site-based management, say that the principal must shift from decision
maker to facilitator. Other articles describe how to gamer central administration and
building school principal support for teacher empowerment (David, 1991; Murphy,
1991; Westerberg & Brickley, 1991).

Commonly the literature reports success stories of how school-people band
together to restructure (Aronstein, Marlow, & Desilets, 1990; Brickley & Westerberg,
1990; MacPhail-Wilcox, Forbes, & Parramore, 1990; Raebeck, 1990). Some identify
constraints to restructuing (Sizer, 1991) and other may report on how teachers are
often reluctant to change (Foster, 1991; Glickman, 1991; Lieberman a Miler, 1984;
Washley, 1991).
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In analyzing the dynamics of school chem.% Tye (1987) emphasizes the
complexity of charving the `deep structure* of schooling. Deep structure refers to
those comrwn charsaleristics of school culture that are F;naped by ^tip-seated values
toward education and shared assumptions about tesetthva and learnirka. One of the
most pervasive aspects of the deep structure of most srJtools, for exam*, is what Tye
calls a °control orientation* which shapes many of ow practices regarcling discipline,
space utilization, and planning. Because It Is so basic, changing this °COntitg
oriertation* is very difficult Tye insdsts that wet changes occur at the more visAble
Wel of the *Lin*e personality of the sch2olvitwoo characteristics are more visible
and variable.

Little has been reported in the literature stout how to proceed when those who
are offered the opporturity to lead refuse it. Similarly, there are very few accounts of
how substantive bafflers to restructuing were overcome. This study reports the
reasons for and implementation of a successfui strategy to enploy when those who
can (acknowledged teacher-leaders) won't (aro reluctant to commit to the restructuring
mandate).

Methods and Data Source
A central office teacher/curriculum coordinator and a middle school assistant

principal successfully wrote a grant proposal to a state department of education to fund
a six-month teacher empowerment project. The purpose of the project was to invrove
student achievement at the school through the establishment of a school invrovement
team. Members of the school improvement team would be the acknowledged
teacher/leaders in the school arxiwoukl meet to plan activities aimed at strengthening
the instructional program and generally improving the school's climate. The grant was
to provide modest tewher stipends for adchtional time devoted to the school
improvement team, in-service middle grades/leadership development trainim, and
project evaluation. As originally designed the project would begin in January and end
in June 1991. Due to state budget crises, the project was not funded until April 1991.

The two consultants, a middle grades specialist and a program evaluator both
from a nearby university, who previously had worked with the school's faculty, met with
the two co-projed directors (the teacher/curriculum coordinator and assistant principal)
and the school's principal to discuss implementation of the project. The school
improvement team had been formed; 16 teachers had been selected and had begun
meeting the previous month. Consultants were advised that the school improvement
team was reluctant to take action and appeared unsure of how to begin.

Consultants then met twice after school with the School Improvement Team
members but without administrators. During subsequent meeting, that included
administrators, the school improvement team decided to conduct a school-wide needs
assessment of faculty and students, distribute a newsletter to the entire faculty and
staff, divide the school improvement team members into six teams (focusing on
people, place, program, process, policy, and practice), draft action plans for school
improvement based on the needs assessment, and organize to implement those
plans.

The needs assessment resutts were shared and the draft action plan revised
with the entire faculty at the end of the school year in June. Early in July a new
principal was appointed to the middle school. Twelve to 15 leachers met voluntarily
on Wednesdays during the summer to further refine the action plan. The consultants
met with these teachers and the new principal twice to plomote support for the plan
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from the new school administrator. At the end of July the two consultants and the
newly appointed school principal met with the school thstrict's superintendent to
secure his suRand prior to implementim the school's action plan for invrovement. By
December, two-thirds of the action plan had been implemented and the rest was well
on its way to beim accomplished.

Analysis of Events
The previous section paints a positive *lure of teacher empowerment. On the

surfwe, fmm the factual report above, worldng with the school improvenwmt team to
bring about change was fairly twick , straightforward, and successful. Consultants and
administrators folbwed suggestions from the literature to facikate tewhers toward

e-based management For example: a aitical mass of tewhers was convened to
what needed to be changed; ways of implementing change were considered

t rough consultatkm with a broad range of the school's constituents; and then people
rited hard, overcoming constraints, to implement change. In reality, however, the

situation was exceedingly froalle and the accomplishments of the school improvement
team, while undeniably laudable, were results of a series of "crisis resolutions° in
which consultants served as °therapeutic counselors°.

The heart of the story, the important analysis of events, lies in the perspectives
of the people leading the teather-leackirs. Often their stories and perceptions are
ignored as too suNective for generalization. Yet the key to the project's success did
not lie in the factual, sowential telling of its accomplishment but rather in the sharing
of the counseling process that led to the events. The following section presents the
observations of the program from the administrators, the middle school specialist's,
and the evaluators perspectives.

Administrator
During the summer prececling the 1990-91 school year, as part of our school

system's restructuring efforts, a new middle school was formed. Teachers from the old
middle school (housing grades 6 and 7) were moved to the old junior high building.
Staff from the junior high's eighth grads joined the new middle school faculty. All the
students and two of the administrators (including myself) were new to the building.
The school was scheduled to house approximately 100 more students than allowed
for by design. All of the school's instructional materials and furniture had to be
rearranged or shipped to new locations. Many teachers expressed feelings of
disorientation and anger before the school year had even begun. For these and other
reasons (unknown at the time) there was an unwillingness or inability to work together.

The situation did not improve during the early part of the 1990-91 school year.
Administrative and curriculum staff felt that we were a school in crisis. In an attempt to
solve some of our problems at the school, I wrote a grant, together with the curriculum
coordinator, entitled °The Leadership/Crisis Management Team: Empowerment for
Teachers; Goal Achievement for the School." The problem statement given in the grant
expressed my opinion of our dilemma:

Following restructuring in the system, a significant proportion of the teaching
staff at [the school] is exhibiting the following characteristics: lack of
competence in curriculum areas; lack of competence in managing student
behavior; negative attitudes; lack of involvement in school improvement efforts;
and stress.
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Goals established during the 1989-90 school year by a transitional school
improvement team composed of members of the old middle and Onior high faculties
were rot being accomplished. These goals focused on student achievement student
discipline, student/teacher attitmles and the transition into a new middle Wiwi
instructional team.

Evidence of the crisis was found in the classrooms and the halls. Discipline
probkvms were severe and frewent, attendance by teachers and students was poor,
attituckis toward students was negative, falure rates of stucktnts at the end of the first
grading period were high, and towbars' responses to an attituckt survey as well as
general Inv:pines were often negative. Aoministrative attempts to engage tewhers in
efforts to generate positive solutions to these problems Imre unprockactive. Immediate
action was needed, hit we did not have a sense of direction at the bulking level The
curriculum coorclinator and I felt an outside consulting team might help us analyze and
alleviate the crisis. We solicited the he4:i of two university faculty members who were
experts in the areas of niddie grades ockacation and evaluation. These individuals had
worked with some of the middle school faculty previously and were aware of our
history.

When we wrote the grant, the curriculum coordinator and I felt the major
responsibilites of these consultants would be to assist us in training Schcoal
Improvement Team (SIT) members to: observe and evakiate staff, develop school
policies and procedures, and model teaching and student management techniques.
The process which the consultants used in implementing the program, however, was
completely unexpected. Instead of takhvg charge, the consultants focused on a
process that involved counseling sessions, the development of trust, a willingness to
reveal feelings, and a great deal of discomfort on the part of the three administrators
and the curricukrm coonlnator. Ultimately, however, many of the school improvement
goals, previously mentioned, were reached through this method.

The discomfort began immediately following the initial meeting of the two
consultants with the administrative/curriculum staff. At this meeting, the consultants
asked to talk privately with the SIT members (i.e. without tulministrators) to °feel out*
the situation. A second meeting was held, again without administrators, a week later.
It was dfficult being left out. During those meetings, a variety of issues were
developed as being central to the crisis situation at the sobool. Teacher and student
surveys were written and distributed by the SIT. Questions focused on "how things got
done° at the school, as well as on the people, the building, the programs, and specific
positives and negatives about working at the school. These surveys were collected,
sealed, and delivered to the consultants for compilation at the university. Results were
shared in a meeting of administrative and teaching SIT members.

Whereas the administrative/curriculum staff had focused on weaknesses on the
part of the teaching staff as the root of our current crisis, teacher and student
responses to the surveys indicated that the administration was also at fault. Lack of
communication, consistency, and a "hard line" on discipline by the administration were
recurrent themes in the responses. Some of the comments were very specific. The
curriculum coordinator removed herself from the program at this point since survey
responses indicated that she had too much control over decision-making at the school.

_ It was difficult for the three administrators to take all the negative responses as
constructive criticism, but it was essential that we do just that. This was the first time
during the school year that teachers had felt able to voice the sources of their
frustrations honestly. We had to listen. As a result of this more open communication,
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some trust began to be developed between the teaching and administrative staff and a
process for taking wtion was developed.

SIT mentors wrote action plans in the areas of: people, place, policy, Program,
process, and practice. We presented these plans to the entire faculty at the end of the
school year, for approval, during a mandatory staff development activfty. The faculty
was asked to split into groups and take part in expardng the EK:tion plans, to assign
specific indvickials as brAng responsible for carrying cut portions of the plan, and to
develop time lines.

Prior to the leadership devekipment program, the level of teezher involvement
in such "brainstorming° activities hal been minimal. However, on this day in June, all
teachers and ulninistrators seemed to be engaged and excited abcnit possibilities.
My group even elected to skip a scheduled break so that we would not waste any of
our new owortunity to make invrovements. When tha groups came back together in
the staff development meeting, we were able to finalize a detailed draft for our 1991-92
School Impovement Action Plan,

Before disbardng, the fwailty decided that Wednesdays should be alloted as
school imprcivement days during the summer. Those teachers who wished to do so
were encouraged, by their peers, to volunteer time each Wednesday morning to begin
the restructuring which would ensure the success of the action plan during the new
school year. Approximately 12 teacters did meet throughout the summer.

Some of the issues discussed during the Wednesday meetings involved
communication strategies. Others involved student mannement policies. A great
deal of time was spent in deciding whether students should be allowed to chew gum
or wear hats in the Wildimg. Although this may seem superficial, the decision to allow
for 'responsible chewing° and hat wearing as individual teachers determined
appropriate for their particular classrooms indicated an openness and willingness to
compromise which had been lacking previously. This type of-dialoguing has been an
essential part of the program. Without it, school improvement efforts would have been
severely limited.

As I look back, many of the crises that arose at the new middle school during
the restructuring stemmed from a lack of communication. The two, previously
separate, faculties had difficulty communicating with each other regarding their
different orientations toward students. The teachers dd not feel comfortable
discussing problems with the admministration. Those of us in administrative positions
were hearing cries for help, but did not have the information necessary to provide
assistance. We were also defensive, not wanting to admit we might be part of the
problem. The objectivity of outsiders was an essential element in our establishing
trusted communication links (e.g. the sealed, anonymous survey responses) which
enabled us to begin working together toward school improvement. As long as we
weren't communicating, we weren't feeling powerful enough to elect change. Once
people could talk together, the outlook for the next academic year was good.

I am currently a principal at a different school. I have not been back to the
middle school to see for myself how successful the leadership program was or how
many parts of the action plan have been implemented. I do know that the perception
among middle school staff members with whom I have talked is that 1991-92 has been
a much better school year for all concerned. The anger is no longer apparent in their
conversation.
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Mick; jje Sghogl Speci4list

"Life is trying to emerge from chaos."
(teacher response #1.13)

When I was invited to participate in this effort, i was surprised to hear the project
described as "crisis intervention." I knew that the movement of the sixth &KJ seventh
grades to the new Wilding to join the eighth grule in forning a mkklki school had
been planned for some time. Teachers from the sixth and seventh grade building had
been attending our summer Mai Grixkls Institute for a number of years. I had
worked with several of them in a series of ckopctit prevention projects and had spent
many hours in the school as part cA those efforts. During the SUMS(' precetfing the
transition to a middle school el least a thind of the faculty and all of the administrators
had attended our summer institute and had generated plans for initiating
interciscOnary teaming and a classroan-based guidance program. In the late fall, I
was thus very surprised to hear Vat the school was "in crisis." The teachers that I
knew seemed to be committed to middle grades philosophy with lots of ideas for
creating a successful school. The adrinistrators that I hai met seemed to have a
strong grasp of the middle school concept and hiNI described sound plans for creating
a supportive school environment. Not having visited the school during the first few
months of the year, I was curious to know how the situation had evolved to a point
where an application for a "crisis interventions grant might be appropriate.

About the time that the grant appfication was first cfiscussed, I had an
opportunity to spend a day at the school and meet with all of the grade Wel teams.
These meetings were scheduled as a follow-up to our dropout prevention grant from
the previous year. I wanted to see how each of the teams was working with the
"disconnected" students who hut been identified the year before. In each of the team
meetings, I was struck by the degree to wtOch the teachers seemed to feel that the
school year was off to alitxxl starr and by the ways that they seemed so frustrated with
their efforts to create positive team experiences. When I asked how things were going,
I heard a great deal about the 'lad( of cfiscipline" in the new school. I heard stories
about students "skipping out and °hanging our in the woods all day. Each team told
me a similar story about a group of teachers who found students gathered at a
"hideout" in the woods during the school day. I heard stories about students hiding in
the stairwells, roaming freely through the halls, and creating loud disruptions. When I
asked about efforts to work with the "disconnected students,* conversations returned
repeatedly to discipline. Several of the teams expressed concerns that their efforts
toward interdisciplinary teaming had been hampered by "cross teaming° situations
created by the central office. I also learned that the administration had decided to
postpone implementation of the teacher-based guidance program because the
transition had been so difficult.

When I met with administrators at the end of the day, I asked about the teachers'
concerns. I was told that a few sehous disciplinary incidents had occurred but that the
stories were more prevalent than the actual cases. Administrators also reported that
scheduling problems had hampered teaming and that they had *backed off" on
classroom-based guidance at the request of teachers who were feeling the stress of
the transition. I left the school feeling that the transition to a middle school must have
been more difficult than had been anticipated while hoping that the climate would
improve as the grade levels "settled in"
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When we returned in the spring to begin the leadership development project, I
found that the perceptions of the faculty had not improved. In fact, as I spoke with
teaters informally, I sensed that some of the frustratiods regardirva cliscipline had
turned to arver. Teachers were especially harsh in criticizing otlwr teachers and
alministrators who` were preceived as "soft on dscipline." One teacher expressed a
concern that °our reputation in the community is really btxl," and I sensed that other
tea:hers shared this frustration as

Our first meeting with the administration team twightened my sense of curiosity
about what was really happenim in tto school. The elministrators deserted their
efforts to initiate a °leadership team° to uldress the probkims that had surfaced Wring
the transition and to plan strategies for improving the situation for the beginning of the
next year. The adnOnistrators stmested that while a few teachers were having
difficulties with dscipline, most of the teachers were dcAng very well. They expressed
confiderce in the ability of the teachers they hiwl selected for the leadership team to
help them make inprovements.

Our first meetim with the leadership team was a memorable event. When we
explained our unck3rstancling of the project as an opportunity to clarify issues and
facilitate the development of an action plan, we were greeted with a number of
skeptical cniestions. We were asked whether or not suggestions from the leadership
team would matter, whether or rwt the school administration would implement the
team's recommendations, etc. I think we found ourselves tryirv to gain the trust of the
team, promising to listen, promising to serve as the outsiders to share their concerns
with the administration in a straightforward manner, promising to keep our
conversations confidential.

As team members began discussing their concerns, I was again struck by the
apparent severity of testers' concerns about discipline. Teachers reported that
students were being sent to the office for all sorts of reasons, including chewing gum
and wearing hats. The phrase "out-of-contror was used repeatedly in describing the
ways that students "had taken over the school° and that "the adnInistrators' hands
were tied because they coukl not suspend as many students as in the past." The
teachers who were most vocal seemed to be most concerned about student behavior
in the "shared spaces* of the school: the hallways, the stairwells, the cafeteria. Some
seemed outraged that the students continued to wear hats and chew gum in violation
of school rules. Others seemed less stressed about these infractions and more
concerned about basic respect.

The concerns about discipline still seemed confusing to me. By this time, I had
visited the school five times, had walked through the hallways on numerous
occasions, had visited classes, and had talked with teachers informally around the
school. I had yet to witness any of the Infractions that were reportsd so vividly.

The first breakthrough in our sessions with the leadership team came with the
development of the survey. The chairman of the leadership team had drafted a survey
to gather systematic information about tewhers' perceptions. This idea met with
enthusiastic response. Team members expressed repeated beliefs that "everyone
needed to be heart? and that "results would need to he anonymous." When I
suggested using the "5 P's of Invitational Education" (People, Places, Policies,
Programs, and Processes) - plus a sixth P (Practices) as a systematic framework for
this process of needs assessment, team members seemed pleased to have a concrete
strategy for analyzing the entire school climate.
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When we returned to collect the survey responses, I was struck by the anxiety
expressed by team members. Before the meting began, several imilvickrals asked us
how we *mid guarantee that none of the administrators wouki real ttut harklwritten
surveys or Mortify the teachers who responded. We spent most of this session
desaibing how we warld create safeguards. I noted after this meeting that the
urvierlying tensions among participants seemed to center on issues of control
Tea:hers seemed to be raising a number of deep-seated questions:

who controls mess to information?
who controftd decisions?
how nxich control is necessary?
how do we balance control of stuckrnt behavior and support for them as peOe?
Survey responses provided vivid evidence of these tensions. In response to the

statement °our mkidle school is a place where...," many teathers expressed concerns
about control. The response that may have addressed the tensions at the school most
sucdnctly was: *life is trying to emerge from chaos.° Similar tensions were present in
the responses to the item °students at our school.° with many responses Roasting
that students "need to be exposed to firm rules and high academic standards° awl
others indicating that students "are for the majority caring people who want to learn."

Action planning began in earnest with the analysis of the responses. Assigning
teams of participants to analyze responses to generate a needs assessment of each of
the 6 P's provickx1 a "hands on° strategy for involving everyone on the team and
maldng sure each response would be considered in drafting the Evlion Om Our
system of encouraging each team to darify concerns by analyzing responses, set
goals based on those concerns, anticipate obstacles, list alternatives, and specify
action plans provided a workable means to generate a comprehensive plan.

When the phan was drafted and reported to the entire faculty, members of the
leadership team who served as leaders' for their particular "strand° (people, places,
policies, programs, processes, practices) were anxious to involve every teacher in the
process of reviewim and revising the plan. as I observed the various teams worldng, I
noted that all of the Waters seem9d very serious about the review process. Several
groups seemed reluctant to take a break arvi had to be reminded about the time frame
for reporting back to the entire faculty. As groups reported back, I had the feeling that
the faculty was beginning to "own° the plan.

Ownership became more apparent as teachers met informally during the
summer for the Wednesday morning discussions. Now the agenda seemed to shift
from :" Will this work?" to "How can we be sure that the superintendent and the new
principal will accept it?* In our first meeting with the new principal, teachers seemed
proud of the plan and eager to know whether or not the principal agreed with each
recommendation.

I think this sense of ownership of the plan and belief in its value were the most
important outcomes of the leadership team project. Looking back on the interactions
that occurred over the four months of the project, I think that teachers felt that the
transition to the "new school" created a sense of "chaos.* Somehow, the feeling that
"things are out of control" became so widespread that the deep structure of the school
was threatened. The "control orientation" that Tye (1987) describes as such a basic
element of school was chrupted to such a degree that teachers felt almost
dysfunctional Whether or not students were really out of control was not the issue.
Enough of the teachers believed that the school was out of control and that they
needed a mechanism for re-establishing a sense of order. I think the action plan



became such a mechanism. At its most basic level, the plan represented a contract for
establishing corirol. In chatting the contract and involving the rest of the faculty in
revising it, the !Galosh* team created a sense of ownership and re-established the
urxierlying control orientation that was perceived to be missing. The perception that
life is trying to emerge from chaos° may have captured the essence of the plan.

Evaluatg
From my perspective, the success of the project was totally depervient on our

ability at tile outset to structure the leadership training in a way that was responsive to
the need; of the School Improvement Team. Fortunately, the first pktnning meeting
with the ackninistrators warned us that the situatkm might be more complicated than
just provicling staff development training. Hagdly, the alministrators allfted us to

meet initially with the school improvement teamwithout them, so that we could
investigate our suaticions. Later, after an acceptable plan hal emergal, the

ahninistrators were brought back into the process, and as consultants we were able to

assume more traditional roles.

The project, not to anyone's surprise, was three months behind schedule before
it was funded. When the Assistant Principal asked if she could include me in the

project proposal, I agreed readily since I had been working with her and in the school

distrkl for the past three years. She sent me a copy of the proposal after it was
submitted. I scanned the six pnes and fikod the proposal on the corner of my desk
with the other pending proposals. When she came in March to say the project had
been funded and the furxis reeded to spent by June, we agreed that wc had better get
together and talk about what they wanted done.

The other consultant on the project was a colleague of mine at the university.
We had worked together on a number of projects in that school district and elsewhere.
I believe we were both very comfortable with the prospect of continuing our
relationship with the school districaut a bit concerned about the expectations of what
might be accomplished given the imposed time-frame.

At the first meeting with the schoors principal and the two co-principal
investigators (the school's assistant principal and the curriculum coordinator), we were
told that the School Improvement Team had already been selected and had been
meeting regularly. The principal explained how the beginning of school had been
difficult and how they had not anticipated some of the problems resulting from the
reorganization: none of the 6th, 7th and 8th grate students had ever been in the
building before, half of the teachers were new to the building, the number of students
in the building greatly exceeded the previous year, and the administrators were new.
It had made control of the students difficult and teachers were trying to recapture
control using punitive approaches.

The curriculum coordinator explained how the teachers in the school and on the
school improvement team were in serious need of leadership development training.
She offered as evidence the fact that she had had to come and help the School
Improvement Team organize an end-of-year awards event because they did not know
how to do it themselves. The previous year, I had worked with teams of teachers from
each of the schools in the district in conjunction with an initiative to make schools more
positive places for students. I had spent that year in amazed admiration for the energy,
inventiveness, and ability of teachers to organize, right up to the end of the school
year, new events that recognized students in positive ways. I asked the curriculum
coordinator about the membership of the School Improvement Team and found
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among the list the names of teachers I had worked with the year before. At that point I
suspected that there was more going on than just the need for some in-service training
in staff ckevelopment and the need to evaluate the project.

We left the first meeting with an gireement that my colleague and I would meet
with the School Improvement Team without the achTgnistrators. A we& later we
retunwod to tto school to meet with the team. We began with introckictions and by
asking how the school improvenwmt team ttxxvht we might be cf assistance. We
explained our rokt and asked them to tell us a bit about what himl born going on at
school that year. We asked for problems they had encountered and initially they gave
us sadism to pradems. They said that, anxmg other ihings, they needed a new
trafft pattern throtgh ttwi school, dfferent touring arranpments, more restrictUms on
students° novements and behaviors, a better, dearer decipine policy. I pointed out to
them that these were not problems but solutions to problems and asked Owen to help
us understarxl what brought about the need for these sokations. For the next 46
minutes they vented their frustration about the school year and explained to us that
they did not feel supported. They were ready and able to work for change but clid not
feel that if they tried to mcomplish something that the administration would allow them
to do ft. They cited examples from the school year where they hal workKI together,
made decisions, began to implement plans only to have those plans counter-manded
by the principal who was enforcing central office policy. They wanted to know what
guarantees they had that they would be supported in their efforts. I adelowkodged
their concern but pointed out to them that they were, by virtue of their invitation to join
the School Improvement Team, among the strongest teachers In the school. We had
no guarantees, but it was my experience that if an improvement plan was based on
identified needs and the action plan well thought out Eux1 responsive to the identified
needs, then the Exhrinistration would support the action plan's inplementation. We
ended that meeting with another meeting schakiled for the following week and much
to think about. Mministrators were not invited to the second scheduled meeting and
we got their agreement to this stipulation at a de-briefing that occurred with them after
the first meeting with the School Improvement Team.

My colleafwe and I discussed the event and strategized for the next meeting.
We came tack to the second meeting with suggestions of possible steps we could
take together. The School Improvement Team came to the meeting with a written
agenda and a sample faculty survey. We proposed that first we could conduct a needs
assassment with all the teachers and students of the school. We explained that it
would help us clarify where the most important problems were. Then the School
Improvement Team members would help us summarize the information by dividing
into six areas of school improvement: Place, People, Policy, Program, Process, and
Practice. From the needs assessment, the six groups would draft an action plan for
presentation to the entire faculty on June 4. By the end of the second meeting we
were asked by the School improvement Team to meet with the administrators, share
our progress, and invite them back into the meetings.

My sense during this very delicate period was that our success at promoting
leadership development with this group balanced precariously on our ability to listen
and respond decisively. The School Improvement Team needed us to take them very
seriously and act according to their wishes. I was extremely careful to deliver
everything when it was promised. If I had not, they would have seen it as just another
example of how their efforts went unheeded.



A week later we met to collect the surveys and to finalize our plans. Faculty,
whom I hal not mtd and who WM not on the Sctwol Improvemstot Team, approacned
me before the meeting, gave their approval to the survey process, but anxiously asked
me to make sure that their responses to the survey were secure. Security for the
faculty surveys was dscussed at length Wring the meeting. We devised a system
whereby the survey ckita %wild be summarized removing all identifying information
and then returned to the teathers for =tent analysis.

Timely return of the summarized survey data without any security breaches was
for me the break-even point After a month of meetings with the School Imprwement
Team, we had establistwd our crecZility and had them on the road toward Mining
the future for tiwOr sctool. Certainly there were a number of stumbles akIng the way to
the successful implementation of the action plan, but our consultative role in those
cases was fwilitative and not precarious. The actual analysis of the survey
information and the drafting of the action plans was a formidable task but one that just
required our technical assistance. When the new principal was appointed mid-
summer we were heOful in communicating the action plan that hal been developed
and its importance to the faculty. Once the new principal endorsed the plan, we
contributed to the superintendent's awroval of the plan. But these accomplishments
pale in importance to establishing a working relationship with the School Improvement
Team el the beginning of the project

It would have been very possible at the beginning of the project to doom any
chance of accomplishing our task. Had we come in there with a packaaed leadership
development program or pre-set kleas of what was needed, the School Improvement
Team might have tolerated our presence, participated in the training, but no change
would have occurrod in the school. As it was, when we returned to the school the
following December we fourwl a totally transformed gnxrp. Much credit was due to the
new principal, but the School improvermnt Team was just that. They were
empowered and considered themselves responsible for improving the school. By their
own admission we had returned to a totally different school. Initially, at that meeting,
they apologized for forgetting the action plan, because they had been busy with other
activities. However, when we systematically reviewed their progress we found that
most of the action plan already had been accomplished. It is a testament to their
involvement that they had internalized the goals they set to a point where they could
accomplish them without consulting the action plan. I am convinced that such
accomplishment could not have occurred if we had not been sensitive to their needs in
the very beginning of the project.

Conclusions
In telling our stories each of us has focused on a different dimension of the

proceases that occurred during this project. The administrator (the assistant principal)
perceived the project as a *crisis intervention" for the middle school faculty. The
school was in its first year as a middle school serving students in grades six, seven,
and eight. The principal and assistant principal were new to the school and no student
had previously attended school in that building. Many of the teachers had moved from
another building and a number of unanticipated problems plagued the school year.
The middle school specialist focused on the orientations of the teachers and the
resolutions of tensions that emerged from the process of analyzing needs and
discussing strategies for improvement. As issues surfaced in the development of the
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action plan, it became clear that some teachers advocated an orientation toward
control that (Meted sharply from the more studont-certered orientation of their
colleagues. Negotiation of this tension becanxt a critical process in developing and
implementing an EK:tbn plan, especially as it established a sense of ownership. The
evaluabar attenckW to the fkmdering of the facufty and thfOr need tr structure and
information. She perceived a dscrepawy between the pmject as dembed on paper
and the program in progress. it was WWI* dflioutt to dfferentiate betwewn general
faculty sentiment and indvidial teadter grkwances_ We conclude that a Rogerlan
search for the evaluation questions unearthed many issues, led to a school-wide
survey of faculty and students, and permitted "those wtua could Lear to da so..
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